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Contact information:
SEO Gears
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Tempe, Arizona
United States
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seogears.com
On 1/3/14 we signed up with a company called SEO Gears for their Aggressive Marketing Package for our website. It cost $499.00 per
month and included five key phrases and 2, 000 links to be entered into the three search engines of Google Yahoo, and Bing. The
Marketing Manager that was assigned to us, JOEY BELK, told us, via an e-mail sent to us, that we had to wait 3 to 6 weeks for Google,
Yahoo, and Bing to post them.
Towards the end of January 2014, we asked SEO Gears to furnish me with some sort of tangible evidence that indeed SEO Gears was
putting up 2, 000 links on the worldwide web. Otherwise, how do we know if SEO Gears is doing ANYTHING? SEO Gears refused to reply
to my repeated inquiries, which we sent via e-mail to Joey Belk.
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Soon after, we found posted on Google unauthorized meta-descriptions about web pages on my website. We did not know why they were
there since we, and Joey Belk via e-mail had previously agreed to the meta-descriptions that were to be used. To make matters worse, the
unauthorized meta-descriptions were anti-marketing in nature. These bad meta-descriptions had been taken out of context so they 1) did
not tell the visitor what my website was about and 2) won’t lead the visitor to other parts of my website to optimize the chance that the
visitor will stay on and return to it for more viewing. For example, on one of the web pages in my website called “How to Fight Back” was
posted on Google with the following meta-description of “...happiness is generated within your solar plexus...”

Skin Care Beauty

We had an agreement via e-mail with SEO Gears - Joey Belk, Marketing Manager - to post five specific web pages, each with a particular
key phrase and meta-description into the three above search engines of Google, Yahoo, and Bing. We had even inserted them into the
page settings of my website builder. Instead, We discovered on Google and later on Yahoo and Bing that either five unauthorized web
pages with authorized meta-descriptions or five authorized web pages with unauthorized meta-descriptions had been posted and the
postings changed daily.
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When we asked my Marketing Manager, Joey Belk, what was going on he told me that SEO Gears did not post these bad anti-marketing
meta-descriptions, Google did. Then he misled us by instructing us to “re-crawl” the links in Google and told us to wait twenty-four hours
for results. We did as he had advised but it did NOT remove the bad anti-marketing unauthorized meta-descriptions nor replace them with
the good marketing authorized meta-descriptions that we and Joey Belk, our Marketing Manager, had already previously agreed upon in
writing via e-mail to post on these three search engines.
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So we contacted our technical support advisor at Homestead, THOMAS DAWSON, for assistance regarding the above. He sent us an email promising that he will take care of it and telling us that it may take up to a week to do so. A week later all three above search engines
were still posting either the wrong web pages with the right meta-descriptions or the right web pages with the wrong meta-descriptions.
The five key phrases along with their corresponding web pages and correlating meta-descriptions that we had paid $499.00 for were NOT
getting posted on Google, Yahoo, or Bing.
During the interim we noticed a new meta-description on Google that we had never ever seen before. It did not even come from any of our
web pages on our website. It was flat out libel and slander – false derogatory statements – claiming that my website was worth $0 dollars
and had 0 visitors. Our website already has had 50 visits in the one month that it has been operational. It is brand new.
During the last week of January 2014 we went on SEO Gears Website to discover that our website had a ranking of 0. By now we ought to
have had some sort or ranking as three weeks had already passed and SEO Gears ought to have done some work on marketing my
website. Getting suspicious we went on the Internet and lo and behold we found a lot of other people who were going through the same
thing we was with SEO Gears. For them it was even worse. Some of them had spent thousands of dollars and waited many months only to
be disappointed with 0 rankings from SEO Gears. All of them were in agreement that SEO Gears is a SCAM OPERATION.
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What bothered me the most about SEO Gears is that it was not enough that they steal peoples’ money by not giving any service for the
money that they were taking, but SEO Gears is also maliciously and viciously anti-marketing instead of marketing peoples’ websites. Why?
Are the people who work for SEO Gears all INSANE! If SEO Gears worships greed all they have to do is be an honest business that
adheres to ethical business practices and they will have so many clients they won’t know what to do with all of the money they are making.
I contacted Joey Belk, Marketing Manager, Jeff, Vice President of SEO Gears, Eli, Director of SEO Gears, as well as, Thomas Dawson,
Technical Support, and his supervisor RParker regarding my demand for a full refund of $499.00. Eli, Director of SEO Gears rejected my
e-mail. It came back to my spam box posted “rejected”. Jeff and RParker ignored my e-mails. Joey Belk sent me a harassing e-mail that
accused me of being a bully by assuming that I deliberately typed on my e-mails to him Joey Belch when I had accidentally made a typo.
Imagine that. Joey Belk is stealing my money and I am the bully?
Thomas Dawson…I had sent to Thomas Dawson and his Supervisor RParker the best letter of commendation that any individual can ever
receive from any one. I still have the copy of it. Thomas Dawson had done a great job as my technical support advisor for Homestead. So
imagine my surprise when he betrayed me by siding with Joey Belk and SEO Gears corrupt organization against me in a BullC**p e-mail
that he sent me letting me know in between the lines that not only was he not going to help me get a refund but he was going to help Joey
Belk steal another month’s worth of $499.00 by lying to be that the search engines of Google, Yahoo, and Bing will not make any changes
in postings until 2/1/14, which was when my next month’s billing cycle began with SEO Gears. Thereby allowing SEO Gears to steal yet
another $499.00 from my wallet. Wow! Like they say no good deed shall go unpunished.

The only settlement we will agree to with SEO Gears is a full refund of the $499.00 that SEO Gears has stolen from us by taking my
money but refusing to give us ANY services. We are very happy with Homestead and so we will continue our account with them by paying
the $14.99 they charge us per month for their Gold Web Builder Package that we signed up for in the month of December in the Year of
2013. That is, if SEO Gears does not maliciously and viciously retaliate against us for our having the audacity to try and recover the money
that it cheated us out of by shutting down our website with Homestead.
We have all the documents proving all of the above. We cannot upload them into your website but we can send them to you via e-mail if
you furnish us with your e-mail address.
Sincerely,

Michael Laham and Elana Laham

User Comments
The following reply is what we received after we posted our legitimate complaint against SEOGEARS: "These people are
certifiably insane. Read the contents of the website (bullcrapbusters.com) they are "marketing". Nearly every week they bully
some innocent person working at one of the businesses they decide to attack (which is any business that has the misfortune
of these people walking through their door). They bully and intimidate people who are just trying to do their job and then write
about their encounters in this insane rambling blog about how they are striking back against bullying by being the bullys
themselves. They advocate small-claims litigation as the primary weapon. What is truly entertaining, however, is that they
end up most often losing the cases they write about because their claims always have zero merit and the judges see right
into their crazy. Most hilarious is that they react by accusing a judge of taking a bribe for ruling against them in a $2, 000
small claims case. They take the crazy all the way to writing letters to Obama and Attorney General Eric Holder. Spoiler
alert: they haven't received an answer from them yet. It gets worse though: Apparently triggered by somebody looking at
them funny one day in 2012 while washing their car and moments later a neighbor casually saying they thought they did
drugs (hint: people think that obviously crazy people might be on drugs, HOW WEIRD??), the Lahams decided it was no
longer safe to live in apartments or houses due to the fact the police in California and Washington had coordinated a multistate violence campaign against them. Now they move from hotel to hotel with their bankroll from the years of successful
extortion bully work as professional small claims litigators." NOTICE HOW HE OR SHE ATTACKS US AND OUR WEBSITE
BUT OFFERS NO REPLY ABOUT OUR CONCERN REGARDING SEOGEARS. HOW WEIRD!!! The following is our reply:
Obviously you are a classified lunatic and you are a cyber bully coward as well who is committing libel (falsehood).
Otherwise you woulda, shoulda, coulda tell the public who you are. The Lahams are not afraid to let the whole wide world
know who they are since they are telling the truth as they have nothing to hide, like you do. Are you the reason why the
marketing campaign that SEOGEARS was supposed to do for the Laham’s website was an anti-marketing campaign that the
Lahams spent $500.00 for? Clearly you did not even read the Lahams website www.bullcrapbusters.com. Or you are so
stupid that you do not even know that you are stupid, and so do not comprehend, understand, or know what the Lahams
website is talking about. Otherwise for example you woulda, shoulda, coulda already know that the Lahams did not lose any
of their lawsuits since they won their lawsuits by doing what is called “The Alamo”. Don’t you read comments by the general
public who are in touch with reality and so happen to know that some judges do take bribes? Doing “The Alamo” overrides
this type of corruption. For further details read the Lahams www.bullcrapbusters.com website. And otherwise you woulda,
shoulda, coulda already know that if a business breaks Federal Law, then President Barack Obama and Attorney General
Eric Holder are the ones who enforce this type of law and that is why the Lahams wrote to them. You say the Lahams are
the bully who is victimizing the businesses. How do you know??? You were not even there!!! Where are your proofs, such as
what the Lahams have in their hyperlinks on their website showing that they are telling the truth??? Let the documents speak
for themselves!!! You accuse the Lahams of making an income by threatening people to pay the Lahams money or the
Lahams will do something bad to them. HOW WEIRD!!! First of all, Mr. Laham is an engineer and Mrs. Laham is a retired
teacher. That is where their income comes from. Second of all, the courts will not let anyone by a professional litigator in
their small claims divisions. The small claims division is for ordinary people to present their legal cases. So next time you
open your ugly, pathetic, pitiful hateful, violent bully coward mouth, check the FACTS instead of spewing your FICTION.
Dear public don’t let this or any other bully coward intimidate or manipulate you by doing your thinking and feeling for you.
Read the Lahams’ website called the www.bullcrapbusters.com and look at the hyperlinks of proof it provides. Then decide
for yourself.
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These people are certifiably insane. Read the contents of the website (bullcrapbusters.com) they are "marketing". Nearly every week
they bully some innocent person working at one of the businesses they decide to attack (which is any business that has the misfortune of
these people walking through their door). They bully and intimidate people who are just trying to do their job and then write about their
encounters in this insane rambling blog about how they are striking back against bullying by being the bullys themselves. They advocate
small-claims litigation as the primary weapon. What is truly entertaining, however, is that they end up most often losing the cases they
write about because their claims always have zero merit and the judges see right into their crazy. Most hilarious is that they react by
accusing a judge of taking a bribe for ruling against them in a $2, 000 small claims case. They take the crazy all the way to writing letters
to Obama and Attorney General Eric Holder. Spoiler alert: they haven't received an answer from them yet. It gets worse though:
Apparently triggered by somebody looking at them funny one day in 2012 while washing their car and moments later a neighbor casually
saying they thought they did drugs (hint: people think that obviously crazy people might be on drugs, HOW WEIRD??), the Lahams
decided it was no longer safe to live in apartments or houses due to the fact the police in California and Washington had coordinated a
multi-state violence campaign against them. Now they move from hotel to hotel with their bankroll from the years of successful extortion
bully work as professional small claims litigators.
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NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC:
HOMESTEAD/SEOGEARS IS MAKING ALL OF THE HYPERLINKS ON THE LAHAMS WEBSITE CALLED
WWW.BULLCRAPBUSTERS.COM DISAPPEAR!!! THESE HYPERLINKS CONTAIN THE DOCUMENTS THAT PROVE THAT WHAT
THE LAHAMS ARE SAYING IN THEIR WEBSITE IS THE TRUTH.
HOW DO YOU LIKE THAT FOR BULLYING THE LAHAMS AND DEPRIVING THE PUBLIC OF WHAT THEY DESERVE - THE TRUTH
ABOUT BULLYING!!!
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AS OF 2/28/14 THE LAHAMS HAVE REINSERTED ALL OF THE MISSING HYPERLINKS IN THEIR WWW.BULLCRAPBUSTERS.COM
WEBSITE.
SO PUBLIC FEEL FREE TO SEE THEM FOR YOURSELVES. THE TRUTH IS STILL OUT THERE ABOUT BULLYING!!!
THE LAHAMS WILL BE KEEPING A WATCHFUL EYE TO BE SURE NO ONE DISAPPEARS THEIR HYPERLINKS AGAIN!!!
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SO PUBLIC FEEL FREE TO SEE THEM. THE TRUTH IS STILL OUT THERE ABOUT BULLYING!!!
THE LAHAMS WILL BE KEEPING A WATCHFUL EYE ON THEIR HYPERLINKS TO MAKE SURE THAT NO ONE DISAPPEARS THEM
AGAIN.
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SO PUBLIC FEEL FREE TO SEE THEM. THE TRUTH IS STILL OUT THERE ABOUT BULLYING!!!
THE LAHAMS WILL BE KEEPING A WATCHFUL EYE ON THEIR HYPERLINKS TO MAKE SURE THAT NO ONE DISAPPEARS THEM
AGAIN.
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There goes Joey Belk, so-called marketing manager at SEOGears, and Thomas Dawson, so-called Technical Support at Homestead,
harassing the Lahams again, under the disguise of the name "Trythefedinstead", and being too bully-cowardly to come out and say who
they REALLY are. How professional !! And how professional of SEOGears and Homestead to employ such bully cowards !! These two
must have absolutely perfect lives where nothing ever happens to them, so they go around declaring as crazy anybody who reports any
suffering.
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